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Abstract. In this paper we show that every power-bounded operator-weighted

shift with commuting normal weights is similar to a contraction. As an appli-

cation of this result, we reduce the problem of whether every centered power-

bounded operator is similar to a contraction to the analogous question about

quasi-invertible centered operators.

1. Introduction

Let %? be a separable, infinite-dimensional, complex Hubert space, and let

^(^f) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators acting on %f. An

operator T in 5? (3V) is said to be power-bounded if there exists an M > 0

such that, for every positive integer n, \\Tn\\ < M, and to be polynomially

bounded if there exists a constant K > 0 such that

\\p(T)\\<Kmp{\p(i)\: |{| = 1}

for every polynomial p . For simplicity of reference, we shall denote the class

of all power-bounded operators in Sfffl) by PW(%?) and the class of all

polynomially-bounded operators in S?^) by PB(^). An operator T in

Sf(M?) is said to be similar to a contraction (notation: T £ S^C(^f)) if there

exists an invertible operator X in J?(J^) such that ||X7\Y_1|| < 1 .

For a long time it was an open question whether PB(%?) c S?C(%?), but

eventually Foguel [1] provided a counterexample, which Halmos simplified in

[2]. Further analysis of this example inspired the latter to formulate explicitly

in [3] the question whether

(1) PB(^)c<9?C(^).

Of course, it is obvious from the definition and von Neumann's inequality for

contraction operators [14] that ^C(X) c PB(ß?)  .   Several authors have
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addressed the question whether (1) is valid (cf. [4-6, 10]), and we mention, in

particular, some nice progress made by Paulsen [8], but, as of this writing, the

question remains open. An affirmative answer to this problem would produce an

instantaneous structure theory for the class PB(ßV)—namely, the one obtained

by transporting the much studied structure theory for contraction operators

(cf. [14]) via similarity transformations to the class PB(ß?). Furthermore, an

affirmative answer is known for some classes of operators including the compact

operators [13] and the scalar-weighted shifts [11].

An operator T £ SCffl) is said to be weakly centered if TT* commutes

with T*T. An operator T £Sf(%f) is said to be centered if the doubly infinite
sequence

consists of mutually commuting operators. Centered operators have been stud-

ied in [7]. If we write the polar decomposition T = UP of a centered operator,

then it is possible (cf. [7]) to classify centered operators by considering the

structure of the partial isometry U in the decomposition above. Namely, a

centered operator is of type I if Í7 is a pure isometry, of type II if U is a

pure coisometry, of type III if U is a direct sum of nilpotent power partial

isometries, and of type IV if U is unitary.

The pertinence of weakly centered and centered operators to the question

of whether (1) holds arises from the fact that in [10] the author reduced the

question ( 1 ) to the question of whether every weakly centered, polynomially-

bounded operator is similar to a contraction. Since centered operators are the

best known examples of weakly centered operators, this naturally led to the

question of whether every centered polynomially-bounded operator is similar

to a contraction. It is the purpose of this paper to show that every power-
bounded centered operator of type I, II, or III is similar to a contraction and

thus that every centered operator in PW belongs to S^C if and only if every

such operator of type IV does.

Before stating the main results of this paper we briefly mention some notation

and terminology. As usual, N is the set of positive integers, No is the set of

nonnegative integers, and Z denotes the set of all integers. If {An}nç.z is a

sequence of operators in S'ffi), we denote by diag({/i„}^_00) the direct

sum ©^l_0O^n acting on ^ ( Z ), the direct sum of K0 copies of %? indexed

by Z, in the obvious fashion. As usual C(X) is the algebra of all continuous

complex-valued functions on X. A topological space X is said to be extremally

disconnected if X has a topological base consisting of compact open sets and

the closure of every open set is open.

Theorem 1.1. Every centered operator of type I, II, or III, as well as any direct sum

of such operators, is similar to a contraction if and only if it is power-bounded.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 depends on an analysis of several cases. By a

theorem of Morrel and Muhly [7], every centered operator of type I is unitar-

ily equivalent to a forward, unilateral, operator-weighted shift whose weights

are mutually commuting, Hermitian, quasi-invertible operators. Theorem 1.1

asserts that such an operator is similar to a contraction if and only if it is

power-bounded. However, more is true.
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Theorem 1.2. If T £ ¿¿'(ßf) is a (forward, backward, or bilateral) operator-

weighted shift with commuting normal operators as weights, then T £ S?C(ß?)

if and only if T £ PW(ß?).

2. Proof of Theorem 1.2

Proof. Since the inclusion S?C(%?) c PB(%f) is well known, we concentrate

on the opposite inclusion. We will give the proof in the case when T is a

bilateral (forward) operator-weighted shift. The case when T is a forward,

unilateral, operator-weighted shift can be expounded in a similar way, and the

case when T is a backward shift (unilateral or bilateral) follows from the facts

that a backward shift is the adjoint of a forward one and that the classes PW
and S?C are selfadjoint.

Given a bilateral (forward) operator-weighted shift T with weight sequence

{A¡}i€z consisting of mutually commuting normal operators, let s/ be the

(abelian) von Neumann algebra generated by the sequence {A¡}i€z ■ Then one

knows (see [12]) that there exists an extremally disconnected, compact Haus-

dorff space X and an isometric *-isomorphism p of C(X) onto sf . Let

fn = P~x(An), n £ Z. Also, there exists a decomposition ßf = 2^0^-oo^n

of the Hubert space ß? such that Ai(ß%) c ßfi+i. We will construct a bounded
invertible operator S of the form

(2) diag({p(gn)}nZ-oo),

relative to the same decomposition of ß? (where the sequence {gn} c C(X)

is to be constructed), such that S~XTS is a contraction.

First we define functions {/«}nez in C(X) inductively. Let x £ X. We

define

fo(x) = max{\fo(x)\, 1}

and notice that fo(x) ¿ 0 for jc e X. If n £ N and f0(x), f(x), ... , fn-\(x)
are defined and invertible, then for each x £ X we set

ULJk(x)\,     i<j,
othe

¡fk(x),       i<j,

PijW = { ™

Pi,j{x) = ^k=i

otherwise ;

<j,

otherwise ;

and

Next, we define

q„(x) = mini 1,    min-— \ ;
{     o<i<n-ipiin^i(x)i

rn(x) = mm\l,     min-— \ ;
I     «+l</<-l Pn+l,j(x) J

fn(x) = max{|/„(x)|, qn(x)}.

/_1(x) = max{|/_,(x)|,l},

and, as before, if « is a negative integer different from -1 and f-\(x), f-2(x),

... , f„+\(x) are defined and invertible, then for each x £ X we set

f„(x) = max{|/„(x)|, rn(x)}.
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We see that each /„ is a positive invertible function in C(X) and, moreover,

that the bilateral operator-weighted shift t with weight sequence {p(fn)}nez

is power-bounded. Indeed, we shall verify that for all m, n £ Z with m <n

TlPifk
k=m

<M2.

Let J be the set of all integers k that satisfy m < k < n, and let J+ (re-
spectively, /_) be the subsets of / consisiting of its nonnegative (respectively,

negative) elements. The expression on the left-hand side of the last inequality

equals

n pía) n pu)
keJ- keJ+

p[ n à n /*
k€J-       k€J+ C(X)

< sup
xex

n MX)
keJ-

sup
xex

n /*(*)
keJ+

Now we show that for each x in X both

(3)

and

(4)

n f«(x)
keJ-

n /*(*)
keJ+

<M

<M.

In order to do that, we will show that for each x in X

(3') pm,n(x)<max\\,  max pmJ(x) \
I       rn<j<n )

for any m < n < 0 and that

(4') pmy„(x)<max\ I, max Pi,„(x)\
{      m<i<n )

for any 0 < m < n .
Let x in X and n < 0 be fixed. We will prove (3') by induction on m.

If m = n , we need to show that f„(x) < max{l, |/„(x)|} . If \fn(x)\ < rn(x),

then f„(x) < 1 . If \fn(x)\ > r„(x), then fn(x) = \fn(x)\. Let (3') be true for

some m < n. We will prove that it will still be valid with m - 1 instead of

m. If |/m_i(x)| <rm_,(x), then

fn(x) = rm_i(x) <   min
1

<
1

i<J<-¡ Pm,j(x)       Pm,n(x)

so that pm-i,„{x) = fm-i(x)Pm,n(x) <  1.   If \fm-\(x)\ > rm-\(x), then
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fm-i(x) = \fm-i(x)\ so that

Pm-i,n(x) = \fm-i(x)\pm,„(x)<\fm-X(x)\max\l, max pmj(x)\
(       rn<j<n )

= raax  |/m_i(x)|,  max \fm-i(x)\pmJ(x)\
\\ rn<j<n )

= max\pm^,m-\(x), max pm-ij(x)\
{. m<j<n )

=    max   pm_ij(x).
m—l<j<n

Inequality (4') can be proved in an analogous way, namely, by induction

on n. We omit the details. The power-boundedness of T implies that the

right-hand sides of (3') and (4') are bounded by M, which shows that (3) and

(4) are true. We conclude that f is in the class PW .

Now we define the functions {g„} for each n £ Z :

P0,n-l(x)

gn(x) =
™-™o<k<nPo,k-\(x)

™inn<k<oPk,-\(x)

if n £

if n =-1,-2»
Pn,-l(x)

It is obvious that each g„ is in C(X). Therefore, for each n in Z, the operator

p(gn) is well defined. Furthermore, for n £ N,

\\p(gn)\\ = H&iH =
P0,n-l(x)

\mino<k<nPo,k-\(x)

for some k satisfying 0 < k < n , and therefore

\\p(g„)\\ = \\Pk,„-i(x)\\<M.

On the other hand, for « = -1,-2,...,

|min„<jk<opfe,_i(x)

P0,n-l(x)

Po,k-\(x)

\\p(gn)\\ = \\gn\\ =
Pn,-\(X)

<  1

and since, obviously, go(x) = 1, it follows that the operator S defined in (2)
is a bounded linear operator.

Moreover, it is invertible. To see that, let a sequence {«„}„ez C C(X) be

defined as

W = ¿)'        XeX-

Since gn(x) t¿ 0 for every n £ Z and for all x e X, each function h„ is

in C(X), and hence the operators p(hn) are well defined, bounded, linear

operators.

Next, we notice that for n £ N

IIM =

and that for n =

\\hn\\ =

™irio<k<nPo,k-i(x)

,-2

1

gn

P0,n-l(x)

Pn,-\(X)

^l^n<k<0Pk,-\(x)

< 1

Pn,-\(X)

Pk,-\(X)
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for some k satisfying n < k < 0, and therefore

||A„|| = ||/y*-i(x)||<M.

Together with the fact that h0{x) = 1, this shows that the operator

(5) R = diag(MA„)}~ _œ)

is a bounded linear operator. Since g„hn = I for all n , SR = RS = I, which

shows that S is an invertible operator whose inverse is R .

Finally, we show that S~XTS is a contraction. Since S~XTS is a bilateral

(forward) operator-weighted shift with weight sequence {p(hn+\fngn)}n&z, it

suffices to prove that for all n £ Z the operators p(hn+\fngn) are contractions.

We notice that \fn(x)\ < fn(x), so it suffices to show that

\\hn+Jngn\\ < 1 , n£l.

Since

1
l|A|i+l ■/"«£» II = SUp\h„+X(x)fn(x)gn(x)\ =

xex

it suffices to show that for any x in X

gn+l(x)
fn(x)g„(x)

(6) —{-j-rfn{x)gn{x) < 1.
gn+\[X)

First we consider the case n £ N. We fix x £ X. Then the left-hand side of

(6) becomes

mino<k<n+\pQ,k-\{x) f . ,        Po,n-\{x)

Po,„(x) '    min0<k<nPo,k-\(x)

_ mm0<k<n+l P0,k-l(x)        .

mino<k<nPo,k-i(x)

In the case n = 0, taking into account that g0(x) = I, the left-hand side of (6)

reduces to

1       ?/„\       mm0<k<lP0,k-l(x) 7-,,
:Jo(x) =-~~~   ,,-jo(x)

gi(x) Po,o(x)

= min{p0,-i(x), p0,o(x)} <Po,-\(x)= 1.

Similarly, if n = -1, we obtain

/-,wg-,w = /-lwmin-'^0^-lW
P-\,-\(x)

= min{p_lj_1(x),p0,-i(^)} <Po,-l(x)= 1.

Finally, if n = -2, -3, ... ,

Pn+i,-\(x) f,^minn<k<oPk,-i(x)_    minw<fe<opfc)_i(x)   ^,

min«+i</t<oP/t,-i(^) P»,-iW nünB+1<fc<oÄ,_i(jf)

Thus, ||5_1riS|| < 1 , and the theorem is proved.    D
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Remark 2.1. It is easy to see that the similarity S constructed in the proof of

the previous theorem satisfies \\S\\ < M and [|*S* * || < M, where M is the
power bound of T.

3. Continuation of the proof of Theorem 1.1

Proof. Let T be a centered, power-bounded operator in ^(ß?) with power

bound M. One knows (cf. [7]) that if T is of type I (respectively, type II),

then T is unitarily equivalent to a forward (respectively, backward), unilateral

operator-weighted shift with weights which are mutually commuting, hermitian,

quasi-invertible operators. Thus, in both cases, the assertion is exactly Theorem
1.2.

If T is of type III, then T can be written as a direct sum T = (§)^=xTn ,

acting on 0^^ , where each Tn is acting on the space (0) or it is unitarily

equivalent to trie operator matrix

/   ° \Ai,„      0

A2,n      0

\ An.Un   0/

and A\>n, A2,n, ... ,An-it„ are mutually commuting, hermitian, quasi-

invertible operators. In that case, there exist Hubert spaces 3f„ D ß?„ and

operators tn e S?(5?n) such that each tn is an operator-weighted shift with

weights A\,n, A2i„, ... , An-\t„, 0,0,...; each ßfn is invariant for tn ; and

Tn \ß?n = T„ . It is not hard to see that, for every n £ N, t„ satisfies the hy-

potheses of Theorem 1.2, and since tn is power-bounded, there exists a family

of invertible operators {Sn} such that US"1 fnS„\\ < 1. This implies that there

exists another family of operators {S„} such that \\S„~xTnSn\\ < 1, and in

addition, by Remark 2.1, \\Sn\\ < \\S„\\ < M and \\Sn~x\\ < H-S^Ml <M ■ Then
it is easy to see that the operator S = 0^1, S« is a bounded invertible operator

on QnZi^n and that S satisfies HS-'rSH < 1 as well as ||5||, \\S-X\\ <M.
Thus, for each of the types I, II, or HI the similarity is bounded (uniformly)

from above and from below, which shows that a direct sum of such operators

is similar to a contraction. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.   D

4. Problems

Since every centered operator is an arbitrary direct sum of operators of types

I, II, III, and IV, it remains to investigate the case when a centered power-

bounded operator is of type IV. The structure of centered operators of type IV

is set forth in Theorem 4.2, which is taken from [7].

If ß? is a Hubert space and T £ £f(ß?) is a quasi-invertible operator with

polar decomposition T = UP, then let 6j denote the C* -algebra generated
by the operators {(U*)"PUn}^_00 together with the identity operator. If X

is a compact Hausdorff space, p is a positive, regular, Borel measure on X,

and S? is a Hilbert space, then L2^(p) will denote the Hubert space of all

measurable & -valued functions on X which are square-integrable with respect

to p.   If tp £ L°°(p), then  Mv  will denote the multiplication operator on
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Lg,(p) defined by (M9f)(x) = <p(x)f(x) for all / e L\(p). An operator A

on Lg,(p) is said to be decomposable if there is a bounded, measurable, S?(&) -

valued function A(x) on X such that (Af)(x) = A(x)f(x) for every x £ X

and every / £ L\(p).

Definition 4.1. A type IV centered operator T will be called a type IV „ cen-

tered operator, n = 1,2, ... , oo , provided that Q'T , the abelian von Neumann

algebra generated by 6j, has uniform multiplicity n .

Finally, we come to a model for type IV centered operators.

Theorem 4.2. Let ßif be a Hilbert space, and let T £ S?(ß?) be a type IV cen-

tered operator. Then there exists a decomposition ßif = (&i€lß?l of ß? consisting

of reducing subspaces ß?i for T such that, relative to this decomposition, T\ßd[
is a centered operator of type IV„,. Furthermore, if T is a type IV„ centered

operator with polar decomposition T = UP, X is the maximal ideal space of

the commutative C*-algebra 6T, and F denotes the Gelfand transform of &t

onto C(X), then there exists

(1) a homeomorphism x of X onto X,
(2) a finite measure p on X which is quasi-invariant under x,

(3) an n-dimensional Hilbert space W,

(4) a decomposable unitary operator 6 on L2f(p), and

(5) a Hilbert space isomorphism W from ß? onto L\(p)

such that
WTW~X =eSMr{P),

where S is the unitary operator defined on L2?(p) by the formula

(Sf)(x) = f(x(x))(d(pox)/dp)x'2(x)

for all f £ L\(p).

As is easily seen, this model is much different from the models for centered

operators of types I, II, and III, and it seems that it is necessary to apply some-

what different techniques in order to obtain an answer to the similarity problem.

As mentioned above it was shown in [10] that every polynomially bounded

operator has a dilation that is weakly centered.

Problem 4.3. Is every weakly centered polynomially-bounded operator similar

to a contraction?

Problem 4.4. Does every polynomially-bounded operator have a dilation that is

centered?

Recall that an operator T in Sf(ß?) is said to be «-normal if it is unitar-

ily equivalent to an n x n matrix with mutually commuting, normal entries.

Obviously, each centered operator of type III „ is an «-normal operator.

Problem 4.5. Is every «-normal, polynomially-bounded operator similar to a

contraction?

Remark 4.6. Very recently the author, in collaboration with C. Pearcy and
V. Paulsen, proved that every centered operator of type IV is similar to a con-

traction if and only if it is power bounded. This result will appear in [9].
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